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Woody,

I thank you far your , wondextul catalog . I wish I had seen the exhibition .Is thW8 anyone with encrigh viswn and injelligence to bring it to the LtS??fobably not . Anyway, thank you for doing it. and having this historywritten dawn

I talked with Bob i cy about your exhlbirJon :.nd he was interested in apodssible portrait by me of you both. for the exhibition, which should be fun .I hope that I can work things out with the French so that we can actuallyshoot in Paris .

	

Do you know if you wili be installing things before the 5th,or will be doing It without you? I will be in Paris from the 25th on, somaybe wo could figure out something interesting to do. I will be at F

	

nnaAlbertini's place - 42 77 16 65,

I look forward to seeing you soun .
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Very good to talk to you. I wish we could see each other sooner than April . I am sending what I
use for my video tapes, but perhaps they are not descriptive enough far this purpose. Let me
know what you think .

r11 think about other works that might go with these .

Love to 5teina and to you from both of us .
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?V'a Ylbnulas tt410" shaken our wit to
piaaw, No iue to pick tbem up. Got
with it , ,somsdw a^dsrs will work ivtrh
gCOfacltors, resiwora & mmlcanductard

as rhey work today with brus&A
WoUnt andjunk.
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A, TAPE BY PETER KIRBY
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I have known Woody and Steina Vasulks for more than 10 years, and was able to work
with Woodyon the final editing of The Commission In 1983. In 1902 1 was in Paris when
Woody Installed a version of The Theaterof Hybrid Automata and I taped him working
on that piece, the ply Itself, and did an interview with him with the help of Rosanna
Albertini. This was to be part of a portrait of the Vasulks's for French television, a progeot
that has yet to be fully handed.

A result of this work has been the development of Ideas for a tape about the work and
lives of Woody and Staina, using the tools they themselves have worked with over the
last two decades. This will include using a broad range of cameras, which display the
history of video art image making In the quality of the camera images, and camera
mounting systems and control systems that connect the world and the movement of the
camera. The tape will Include brief comments from collaborators and colleagues In
Santa Fo and elsewhere, and talks with Woody and Steina, recorded largely with their
video tools.

vl(iso was like a wayout of it, finally than was bars bones, there was simplWy, v pdn*lvv
way. AndOM could completely abandon this idea of telling, ofthe narrativity.

_ Woody Vasulka

Woody and Steina Vasulka are practical metaphysicians, involved In a quest to capture
time and energy and tum it Into art. They are involved in the mechanical and the
electronic, and create their work at the Intersection of these two structures, one very old
and the other relatively new. Attempting to do the very difficult with resistant
technologies, inventing solutions to problems undreamed of by the makers of machines,
they have been for decades on several of the cutting edges of art, and of various
technologies, with a strong grounding In a modemist past which they constantly try to
escape.


